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NEW QUESTION: 1
Host A and B can both access LUNs one to ten in a single SAN
LUN 11 has been created and Host A can access it but Host B
cannot. Which of the following will likely be the cause of this
issue?
A. Defective HBA
B. Incorrect HBA software version
C. Faulty fiber HBA
D. Incorrect HBA WWPN
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which option would allow you to make a backup copy of the OS
and Check Point configuration, without stopping Check Point
processes?
A. snapshot
B. backup
C. All options stop Check Point processes
D. migrate export
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://supportcenter.checkpoint.com/supportcenter/portal?
eventSubmit_doGoviewsolutiondetails=&amp;solutionid=sk106127

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which ONE of the following describes full cost-plus pricing?
A. A method determining the sales price by calculating full
production costs and adding a percentage mark-up for profit.
B. A method determining the sales price by calculating the full
cost of the product and adding a percentage mark-up for profit.
C. A method determining the sales price by adding a profit
margin onto variable sales costs.
D. A method determining the sales price by adding a profit
margin onto variable production costs.
Answer: B
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